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> Sports in Asia
of sport and leisure, personal water craft (PWC) riders are

called the ‘thunder tribe of the sea’, in reference to motor-

cycle gangs. When they circulate through the famous shrine

gate of Miyajima in Hiroshima Bay on New Year’s Day, trying

under the eyes of thousands of shrine visitors to inscribe their

names in the wooden structure registered as a world heritage

site, this reference seems obvious. The recent rapid spread

of PWCs, however, has meant a departure from its ‘wild’

origins of deviant conduct: municipalities have begun to hold

PWC races as tourist attractions. However, as motorboat

industry regulations on noise and pollution levels exist only

as voluntary norms, conflicts about noise and rough beha-

viour have become common along the shores where they

share space with swimmers and fishing nets. 

Gambling with Space
Spatially, the most clearly separated and professionalized

form of marine sports is motorboat racing, which is con-

ducted in twenty-four racetracks all over Japan and draws

about 60 million spectators per year laying bets on the out-

come. Participants in marine sports distance themselves

clearly from this official form of gambling. 

The main disputes around marine leisure in the Seto

Inland Sea concern places to moor, because here economic

interests and traditional rights of sea use compete with sports

and leisure. In Hiroshima Bay, 4,474 boats were counted in

1996, 87 per cent of which were moored illegally. During the

economic boom in the late 1980s, prefectures and cities tried

to create an image of an affluent lifestyle through the con-

struction of marinas. This followed the simplistic logic of

publicly promoted resort development in this period, that to

provide the space would be sufficient to promote leisure and

sports, neglecting cultural and social elements (Funck 1999).

Kannon Marina in Hiroshima City was constructed by the

prefecture on the far edge of a land reclamation project. Well

equipped but extremely expensive, half of its 680 berths

remain empty – a phenomenon common to public marina

projects. The re-use of harbour areas that became vacant due

to economic changes is a more successful public attempt to

provide low-cost mooring facilities. 

In the Seto Inland Sea, there is always an island within

reach. However, regulations on mooring in the many small

harbours are complicated. Fishing cooperatives distrust boats

from outside, as pleasure fishing, often enjoyed in combi-

nation with other forms of marine sports, has severely deplet-

ed fish resources. Providing separate spaces have been

promoted as a solution to conflicts such as described by

Nennstiel (2001). Umi no eki (station by the sea), a municipal

project on Ozakishimojima Island, combines a small sport

harbour with a hotel, a store and an information monitor. It

was criticized, however, by visiting sailors as not being

adjusted to the needs of marine sports at all. Opening the

harbour in front of the historic town nearby for visiting boats,

they argued, would have been a far better solution.

While the administration promotes separate facilities for

marine sports, participants prefer to use existing harbours,

which are cheaper, easier to access, and closer to daily life on

the islands. Common grounds seem to be the better solution

to facilitate participation in marine sports, but require conflict

management with fishing cooperatives and locals who react

with caution to the unfamiliar concept of pleasure entering

their space of work. 

On the national level, future developments in the Seto

Inland Sea are an issue of disagreement between different

government agencies. This dispute mirrors wider conflicts

between the priority of production, the promotion of sports

as a means of social education, and the effort to develop

leisure and tourism industries as an economic alternative for

peripheral areas like islands. The analysis of contested land-

scapes of sport, such as the Seto Inland Sea, is a valuable tool

that can contribute to untangle the multiple connections

between sports and the societies they are played in. <
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Asian sports, like Asian economies, Asian families, Asian schools, Asian agriculture, and
other areas of life, have often been considered as an exercise in exceptionalism. ‘Why is
Japanese baseball so radically different from US baseball?’ ,is a similar false question as,
‘Why is the Japanese company so different from Western companies?’ These are misguided
frames of inquiry, generally producing misleading, essentialized claims. Any proper analysis
must appreciate how conditioning factors operate at multiple levels, both above and below
that of national societies. 

Failure in Sport
Accepting Disappointment in Japanese Professional Baseball

By Wi l l iam W.  Ke l l y

Japanese baseball is configured by -

and must be analysed in terms of -

qualities shared by all modern sports,

those particular to baseball, and those

distinctive to the historical shaping of

the sport in Japan throughout the twen-

tieth century. I want to illustrate this

with some thoughts about a particular,

but perplexing, problem in sports

analysis, which I call the irony of fail-

ure. This is drawn from a longer pres-

entation that I recently gave to the

annual meetings of the Japan Sport

Sociology Society in March 2001.

The Irony of Failure
There is a profound irony at the heart

of modern sport. For over 150 years, a

wide range of casual leisure pursuits,

occasional ritual events, physical train-

ing exercises, and recreational activities

have been turned into ‘sports’. And

these sports—from skate-boarding to

ultra-marathoning to bowling to Pre-

mier League football—have now been

rationalized, nationalized, profession-

alized, commercialized, and globalized,

turning them into rule-governed com-

petitions to determine a winner, a

champion. The attention of huge audi-

ences, the precise record-keeping to cal-

ibrate and compare the minute details

of performance, the vast sums of

money invested in and returned from

the production of sports, the elaborate

organizations for staging sporting

events - these and other factors raise the

competitive stakes of the contest, the

importance of winning, the demand for

success, and the embarrassment of los-

ing.

And this is the irony: that despite all

of this, sport, for almost all of us almost

all of the time, is about losing, not win-

ning; it is about facing failure, not

savouring success. The disappointment

of defeat, not the satisfaction of victory,

is the common condition. Failure may

be pervasive, but it is not uniform. Most

of us fall short of expectations or

requirements much of the time, but not

all failures are equal. I suggest that we

can distinguish at least three broad

types of losing. First, there is routine

failure, the continual necessary pro-

duction of losers. At the heart of sport

is competition, so it is a truism that

sport produces losers in order to pro-

duce winners. At the opposite end is

radical failure, or terminal failure. This

is failure so complete that it causes

dismissal, release, resignation - the end

of a contract, the end of a career, the

end of a team, the end of a league, the

end of a sport. This is far less frequent

than routine failure, but equally

inevitable. Somewhere between the

routine and the radical are those per-

during losses that constitute endemic

failure, or repetitive failure. This third

kind of failure is the hardest to accept

and to explain.

How do we adjust to failure, espe-

cially when endemic? How do we justi-

fy it, as athletes and spectators? What

are the structures of fortune, misfor-

tune, blame, and accountability in mod-

ern spectator sports? I have been faced

with this question over several years of

ethnographic research with a profes-

sional baseball team in Japan. The Han-

shin Tigers, the focus of my research,

present a paradox as the best-loved,

worst performing sports team in Japan.

Why does media attention and fan sup-

port remain so ardent in spite of, or per-

haps because of, the team’s continued

lack of success - not just a failure to win

a championship but even a failure to

win regularly (only one Japan Series

title in 52 years, and thirteen last-place

finishes in 15 years)? I have come to

think we must identify sets of structur-

al patterns and culturally tinged ration-

alizations that keep the team playing

and the fans watching, despite the per-

sistent outcomes of defeat. It is a com-

posite model rather than a single ‘logic

of failure’ that explains this and other

such cases.

For the Hanshin Tigers, we can iden-

tify several different levels of con-

tributing factors. One contributing fac-

tor, common to many sports, is the

league structure of competition. Mod-

ern competitive sport is organized in

one of three ways: one-off matches,

tournaments, or leagues. Professional

baseball is based on a league structure

of competition. Importantly, league

play offers ever-shifting definitions of

success and failure; it provides multi-

ple points of reference for competition

(e.g., games, series, cards, and seasons)

and thus many ways to find something

to cheer about and aim towards. 

Another factor is an element distinc-

tive to baseball as a sport: its temporal-

ity. A league structure combines with

two features of baseball’s temporality to

both proliferate and mitigate failure

and failure-talk. The first feature is

baseball’s polyrhythmic nature. A sin-

gle play, an at-bat, an inning, a game, a

series, a season, a career all have dif-

ferent rhythms. The second feature is

the cyclical and repetitive nature of

these different levels of rhythmic units.

There is always the next at-bat, the next

game, the next season to draw our

attention. 

A third factor, distinctive to Japanese

baseball, is the rhetoric of effort and

self-criticism. Japanese baseball draws

on broader cultural rhetoric to highlight

and valorize certain behavioural dispo-

sitions. In particular, it promotes effort

and spirit (gambaru, doryoku, seishin,

konjô), and emphasizes retrospection

and guided reflection (hansei). Thus,

loss is treated more as a failure of effort

than a lack of raw talent and opens the

possibility that greater application of

effort can reverse one’s fortunes. Fail-

ure is remedial, not fatal. Finally, there

are certain rationalizations which are

peculiar to the Hanshin Tigers. Players,

media, and fans in the Osaka region

have developed several distinctive ways

of accounting for the Tigers’ difficul-

ties, including the ball club’s dysfunc-

tional ‘home-grown’ insularity, local

fans’ indulgence of the team as its ‘way-

ward son’, and Osaka’s ‘second-city

complex’ vis-à-vis the national capital,

Tokyo. Failure is inevitable, and thus

mitigated, by the team’s structural posi-

tion.

Irrationality in Sports
Though particular to the Hanshin

case, the analytical lessons to be drawn

from the irrationality that is at the heart

of sports’ rationality are broader. Most

generally, a focus on failure reminds us

that the rationalization of physical con-

tests, whichthat Allen Guttmann has

shown us to be the hallmark of modern

sports, may bring formalization and

quantification, but it does not bring cer-

tainty - neither prospective certainty in

predicting future outcomes nor retro-

spective certainty in evaluating past out-

comes. It is no surprise that we remain

unable to predict what will happen

from moment to moment in a sporting

event. But it is surprising to realize that

the high rationalism of modern sports

does not bring more certainty to ana-

lyzing that which has already occurred

- which is success for a few and failure

for most.

Outcomes - an at-bat over, an inning

over, a game over, a season over, a

career over - resolve the suspense of the

moment, but they only heighten the

conditions of suspense for the next

moment and deepen our perplexity

about the allocation of responsibility for

the outcome just produced. This per-

petual uncertainty is, I believe, the

Weberian irrationality at the heart of

sports rationality. <
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‘…sport, for almost all of us almost all of

the time, is about losing, not winning; it is

about facing failure, not savouring success.’


